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Events
4th - 6th April:  Spring Convention Harper Adams, Newport, Nr Telford
12 April: Central Association of Beekeepers Spring Meeting – London – 02087497773
26 April: West Sussex BKA, Bee Market – Brinsbury Campus, Pulborough, Graham Elliot 01403752493
3rd May: Reigate BKA Auction, Mickleham Surrey RH5 6EE
26thMay: Surrey County Show - Guildford.

                                                                    Bees
                                                The deep droning of bees dancing,

On a summer’s afternoon,
So engrossed in their task
Of collecting nectar,
They never notice
The humans around them.
They cluster and group around their queen,
And though she does not wear a crown,
She is the most important,
For without her,
The bees are nothing.

A short missive from my wife Vivienne Marshall,(without whose understanding, much would not be possible!)

Things you may not know ............
I was perusing Bee Base this morning and was quite taken back by the sheer quantity and quality of the articles that
The National Bee Unit have produced for beekeepers. Therefore I make no apologies for listing some of the articles
because I am sure that you, like I, did not realise the volume of material available.
Best Practice Guidelines (nearly 30 downloadable – here is a selection):
Managing Varroa ; The Essence of Beekeeping; Handling and Examining a colony of bees; Advice for obtaining
honey bees; Spring Checks; Parasitic Mites of Honey Bees
Specific Articles 40 downloadable – here is a selection:
Fumigating Comb; Estimating Varroa Populations; Artificial Swarm; Swarm Control (when you can't see the
Queen); Plastic Hives; Preparing honey bee colonies for winter

Now you are wondering why I would waste a whole chunk of  newsletter, listing what is available on Bee Base, it is
because we want to let you know what beekeeping help is available .........and there is a lot, on Bee Base. For those of
you not on the internet I urge you to visit the library and sample the delights of Bee Base. - Ed
Full list is attached to Newsletter Longer Version:

I will be delighted to receive and publish articles from the readership: if you see anything interesting, perhaps web
sites, that you think we may be interested in then please do let me know:

Editor -

Chairman’s Chat
Candle making workshop Friday 2nd May at Tamar’s House.
This workshop was originally planned before Christmas but had to be delayed. If you are interested please email:
buzzibeez@gmail.com to reserve a place.



Things to do in April : from the editor

Surrey County Show – 26th May
Croydon Honey Show - 20th September
I know these Shows seem like a long way off but it’s never too early to start preparing. For those who have not en-
tered before these shows is not only fun, but a great way to improve your beekeeping skills and the quality of your
product. Why not have a go at one of the following classes:
Cut comb and sections.
If you want to have a go at entering the cut comb or sections of honey you need to start planning early.  Making cut
comb is a great alternative to bottled honey.  It’s a more natural product. Very popular, whether given as a present or
sold to the public. It also allows you to easily harvest small amounts of honey during the season without the hassle of
extracting.  To make cut comb you need to use unwired foundation.  Why not have a go!
Chunk honey.
This when a thin ‘chunk of cut comb is added to a jar of clear honey. As with the cut comb it looks good and adds
value. If you have any off cuts of comb from the cut comb making why not save them for Chunk honey jars.
Heaviest Frame.
This class in the show is really simple to enter, but to get the best results you may want to gradually increase the
spacing of the frames in the supers to encourage the bees to draw the comb out and increase the weight.
We will be demonstrating the techniques at one of the Apiary meetings in the spring (the exact date depends on the
weather and the bees)
Basic Assessment
We have already started the Study Group for the basic assessment but it is still not too late if you take the Basic this
year. Please email me buzzibeez@gmail.com
Apart from the chance to brush up on your skills, it so useful when looking for out apiaries to be able to demonstrate
your competence as a beekeeper.
I would encourage all members who have been keeping bees for a year or more to have a go.
Nosema Testing
Croydon BKA has a microscope suitable for testing bees for Nosema and several members are familiar with the pro-
cedure. If anyone is unsure how to do this we will be happy to assist and plan to demonstrate how to collect a sample
of 30 bees for testing at the first full meeting on 13th April.
Mark Stott (Chairman)

General Husbandry Training
We are continuing to meet in the evening, every two to three weeks following the Improvers & Proficiency Course
Material. This is aimed at Intermediate level training  (post Basic):  if you are interested please let me know on
scout-7th@shepsinfo.co.uk  or 020 8668 4538.  We have a room full at present but may be able to fit in one or two
more.  This is planned to be an on-going group so it is useful to know demand.
David Shepherd
News From the Apiary
The winter gales blew down all the screening and a few trees, but all the hives (battened down with heavy paving
stones) came through unscathed.  Your apiary Team has been working hard throughout the winter cutting back trees
and shrubs to let in more light – the area is now more airy and less damp.  March is always the critical month for col-
onies pulling through so we have been feeding one or two of the lighter colonies with fondant which they have been
eagerly consuming: hopefully all of them will be in good form to take advantage of the May flow. Of course this
time last year we were in the middle of that long cold spell and trying to recover from the February vandal attack – 6
of our colonies eventually succumbed. We planted about 500 crocuses in the autumn and they looked brilliant when
they first appeared a few weeks ago: one week later most had disappeared and the deer prints were very evident –
they seem to have eaten the blooms rather than the leaves, so we should be OK for next year. Best wishes from the
Apiary Drones

Module Study group for those interested in learning about the products of the Hive. First Wednesday of the
month 7.30pm in the •Foxley Hatch Russell Hill Purley.

This is the time of year when inspections can begin. Ensure that the temperature is above 14 degrees and work
quickly but carefully to determine that all is well within the hive. In my case I have found that many of the hives
had substantial stores left, these can be put aside for use with nucleus hives, or scored to encourage the bees to use
them for comb production. They should not be considered for extraction because the honey is likely to be tainted.
Make sure during the inspection that the queen has somewhere to lay and that the brood nest is not clogged with
stores!







Bee Base articles -

Managing Varroa pdf -Small Hive Beetle pdf - Foulbrood Disease of Honey Bees pdf  - Tropilaelaps: Parasitic Mites
of Honey Bees pdf - Common Pests, Diseases and Disorders of the Adult Honey Bee (pdf)  - The National Bee Unit
pdf - Best Practice Guideline No. 1 - The Essence of Beekeeping - Best Practice Guideline No. 2 - Handling and Exam-
ining a colony of bees - Best Practice Guideline No. 3 - Apiary and hive hygiene - Best Practice Guideline No. 4 - Dis-
ease recognition - Best Practice Guideline No. 5 - Advice for obtaining honey bees Best Practice Guideline No. 6 -
Spring Checks - Best Practice Guidelines No. 7 a) - Feeding Bees - sugar  - b) - Feeding Bees - water (c) - Feeding Bees
- pollen and substitutes   - Best Practice Guideline No. 8 - Sale of Honeybee Nuclei -  Best Practice Guideline No. 9 -
Small hive beetle - What you need to know  Best Practice Guideline No. 10 - Bee Improvement -  Best Practice Guide-
line No. 11 - Varroa

Specific Articles

 Bee Safaris (pdf)

 Second-hand Equipment (pdf) updated June 2013

 Containing Disease (pdf)

 Replacing Comb (pdf) updated May 2013

 Apiary Hygiene and Quarantine (pdf) updated October 2013

 Pyrethroid Resistance (pdf) updated November 2013

         Beltsville Test (pdf) updated February 2014

 Fumigating Comb (pdf)  updated March 2014

 Small Hive Beetle Control (pdf) updated March 2014

 Open Mesh Floors (pdf) updated March 2014

        Estimating Varroa Populations, Updated August 2013 (pdf)

 Celle Rotation (pdf)

 Drone Brood Removal (pdf)

 Artificial Swarm (pdf)

 Shook Swarm (pdf)

 Queen Trapping (pdf)

 Swarm Control (when you can't see the Queen) (pdf)

 Wax Moth (pdf)

 PDB and Napthalene (pdf)

 Integrated Pest Management and Acarine (pdf)

 Disease Liaison Co-Ordinators (pdf)

 Care of Colonies after Shook Swarm (pdf)

 OTC Treatments (pdf)

 EFB Control (pdf)

 Integrated Pest Management for Varroa Control (pdf)

 Simple Integrated Pest Management for Varroa Control (pdf)

 Disinfection (pdf) Updated February 2011

 Plastic Hives (pdf) updated April 2013

 Wasps (pdf) Updated October 2010

 Value of Pollination (pdf)

 Bumblebees (pdf)

      Helping Bees (pdf) updated July 2013

 Bee Medicaments (pdf) updated April 2013

 Preparing honey bee colonies for winter (pdf) updated May 2013

 Asian Hornet Trap - French Design (pdf) updated September 2013

 Asian Hornet Trap - Simplified Version, Fera Design (pdf) updated May 2013

 Hive Cleaning and Sterilisation (pdf) updated March 2014

 Solitary Bees (pdf) updated October 2013



New NDB Short Course dates
The following dates have been confirmed and are now open for bookings:

Month March
Date 15, 16
Course Title Behaviour Lead
Tutor Dan Basterfield
Venue Kent

BKA Spring Convention venue
The 'Harper Adams' course dates listed above are taking place on the Sunday and Monday of the BBKA Spring Convention

weekend. We are running these as a pilot to gauge the demand for Short Courses at Harper Adams, since many of our cur-

rent and potential students will already be planning to attend the Convention. Course places should be booked through the

NDB website, using the 'Harper Adams' form, and on-site accommodation for the Saturday and Sunday nights can be booked

through the BBKA website if required.

It is also worth mentioning that there are still some places available on the following courses:

Month
Date
Course Title
Lead Tutor
Venue

For more information and to apply, please visit the NDB website.

We are working to confirm dates & locations for further courses in Spring & Summer 2014 - notably Brood Diseases and

Queen Raising - and we will email you about these as soon as arrangements have been confirmed.

The National Diploma in Beekeeping Board.

April
6, 7
Microscopy
Ken Basterfield
Harper Adams

April
6, 7
Seasonal Management
Ivor Davis
Harper Adams

June
6, 7
Seasonal Management
Ivor Davis
Kent

February
8, 9
Adult Bee Diseases
Dan Basterfield
Devon

February
15, 16
Anatomy & Dissection
Dan Basterfield Devon















MERIDIAN BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION
INVITE YOU TO AN

OPEN LECTURE

@

The Roman Catholic Church Hall

Our Lady Queen of Apostles, Martin Street, Bishops Waltham, SO32 1DN

0n Monday 7th April 2014 @7.15 for 7.30pm

SPEAKER Dr JAY EVANS

Jay Evans grew up in Seattle, Washington, USA, as an avid naturalist and went on to Princeton
University and the University of Utah for AB. and PhD degrees, respectively, in Biology.
After connecting with bees during a brief project on queen production at the University of

Arizona, he signed on as a Research Scientist with the USDA-ARS Bee Research Laboratory
in Beltsville, Maryland, where he has been for 15 years. His projects use genetic analyses for

bees and their major pests in order to improve bee breeding and management against disease.
Jay was an early proponent of the Honey Bee Genome Project and helped recruit and

organize scientists interested in applied genomics for bees. He has improved and applied genetic
tests for biotic and chemical causes of bee declines and is now heading a consortium to

sequence the genome of the Varroa mite in order to enable novel control methods for this key
pest. He is grateful to the beekeepers and colleagues who have inspired him to seek ways to
have more impact with his work. Jay is a Council Member of the International Bee Research
Association. He lives just out of reach from Washington, DC with his family, twelve sheep,

two goats and two bee hives (down from four).

His talk will be on Beenomics: tools for understanding and improving bee health
This should be a fascinating and most informative talk

Please let Nina Jetten know if you are going to attend on 02390 767956 or
email: nina.jetten@btinternet.com

On Completion finger buffet with a Glass of wine Cost £5/ head





4th - 6th April 2014•Harper Adams, Newport, Nr Telford

On-line Bookings Now Open
Book your Workshops & Courses plus Accommodation

and Meals•on-line now...

Go to www.bbka.org.uk and click on the Spring Convention logo, to take you to the•Spring

Convention Welcome Page,•where you can to see what’s on offer and down-load the

programme.

Click on BBKA On-line Shop

to purchase entry tickets (wrist-bands).
Wrist-bands must be worn at all times.

Return to the Welcome Page and click on

Book Events and Services

to book your•Workshops and Courses, Accommodation and Meals

Tickets are selling fast, so please act quickly to avoid any disappointment

Any Queries? Please get in touch.

N.B. The BeeTradex Show has no connection with the official Spring Convention Trade Show, where all

major suppliers will be present.

forward to a friend
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